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Good Evening 

Thank You for being  here  this evening.  
 

Thank you for your excellent contribution to NOKIA,        
this contribution has won for us the Third Trust Award,          
a hat trick. I’d also like to thank all our partners who            
are here today.  
 
As the theme in the office today said - “You’re the           
Star!! 
 
We are reaping the benefits of what started in 1995!! 
Telephony started in 1892- Alexander Graham Bell       
and nearly a hundred years later Mobile telephony        
took off. In India, mobility started in 1995 and in 15           
years we’ve seen a dramatic change in the country, a          
change that no other technology has been able to         
usher. 
 
Nokia as a company and as a brand, has played an           
important role in the development of mobility and        
the economy. This pioneering work has won us this         
trust. 
 
The Trusted brands list has been around for the         
last ten years. We entered the list in 2005 when we           
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were No 71. This list has been dominated by FMCG          
brands. In 2006 we were No 44, in 2007, No 4, and            
No 1 for the last three years. 
Prakash Bagri , CMO –Intel said to Bhaskar Das at          
the BE awards- “ You are essentially a soap, oil,          
detergents following Newspaper. You couldn’t ignore      
Nokia and now you need to get more technology         
brands in to your list! 
 
How have people reacted to this Hat trick? 
 

● I’ve received sms’s from many of our ex        
colleagues communicating pride and    
acknowledging their own role in building this       
trust. 

● I’ve received sms from all our partners extolling        
pride. 

● Some people of been critical – you don’t have a          
full portfolio and you’ve won. 

● Some Industry leaders have signaled that things       
will be more challenging in future. 

● Most people said they never doubted it. CEO’s ,         
Kiran Bedi, SRK etc. 

● At a personal level, almost all my bosses, I ‘ve          
had 15 in my career, so many of them sms ed /            
emailed me to say how proud they were and all          
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of them reminded me that this is no mean         
achievement. 
I was in Bangalore yesterday. Sridhar gave me        
the ultimate reason why he thinks we have won.         
Joke about TS SRIDHAR.  

 
The stories are many. I am sure you have your own           
too. 
 
We felt that celebrations this year must befit the         
occasion. Poonam sent her final cost estimate of the         
plan for today and Petra in her true style wrote to me            
saying” Do you want to do this? I said it’s an           
important motivation event and we should do it.        
She then said – If you get our hair done and a facial ,              
I will approve , else not approved. 
 
Today you’ve seen the grand activity. 
 
A.The photo on the magazine cover was a great         

idea, Let me give you two stories 

 
1. Petra – Vogue 
2. Jitender Grover – Startdust 
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B.Of the makeup room. 

 
I saw a male lawyer there first at 9:am 
 
 
C.Autograph  

- Anusha 
 
 
where do we go from here? 
 
Is there a benchmark for us ? 
Yes, there is a brand as a benchmark !! 
Let me give you one brand- Singapore Airlines 
 19 times in Asia Pacific 
2 times in the world. 
 
If we have to win next year again, I think we need to             
think of superior consumer facing stuff. 
 
 

1. Make marketing edgy, not play safe. The role        
of the marketing team will be to magnify the         
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innovation to add value. The role of visibility is         
key.  
In market 
In cool brand sponsorships. 
 

2. The role of CARE will be in the area of soft skills            
in the way we handle people 
3.The role of Sales in driving the look, feel,         
availability of the brand. 

- We will need to work with a new “sense of          
urgency” I am confident that you and the        
partners will do it. 

 
Successful companies fall when their leadership      
is arrogant and when the organization refuses to        
learn. We should not let either happen here.  

 
What does this brand mean to us?  
 
It means a lot !!! 
Like trust it is a combination of the rational         
and emotional parts. There are rational reasons       
to be here in Nokia and there are emotional         
reasons to be here. 
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Let me give you a story from IPL 1 and Lalit           
Mody. Lalit and Sundar called me. The main        
bidder was putting 40 million dollars at the        
table , but they were willing to give it to us for            
25 million dollars. 
 
This brand has huge value, it is an amazing         
brand. 
 
When I left biz school, I wanted to do well. 
I wanted to work on brands and make a         
difference. 
I’ve worked with 34 brands ( not selling them ) as           
a brand manager, Senior brand manager,      
Marketing Manager, Business Head and as the       
Company Head . 
Nokia is the 34 th brand that I have been          
associated with. I am the same guy, but the         
recognition, the respect, the accolades I get with        
this brand are huge and they are there more         
because of the brand and less because of me. 
 
Nokia is a truly great brand. 
 
Nokia is a positive brand. It is predictable, it is          
reliable. It’s a brand that doesn’t let people        
down.  
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It makes people feel good about themselves and        
what they can achieve with Nokia as an ally.         
They feel that Nokia will get them to their         
destination and potential. 
 
Trust is more important than any other emotion. 
This trust that consumers have for us is worth         
fighting for and retaining every year. Let’s do it         
again in 2011. I am sure that I have your          
commitment again.  
 
Thank you once again for being here. 
 
Can I call the Comms team pls 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


